
It took a little while to develop a concept from some of our early ideas. With this I mean the process 
of conversation, and workshops to get a final result that involved a couple of narratives that we 
could work with. I am particularly proud of the capacity of the young people in Coen to participate 
from start to finish and work through their complexities and constraints along the way to produce. 
   

Naomi Hobson, 2019
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Donna Creek
Kaantju
Born Cairns in 1997

I never really understood the power of a camera until this project. It is 
making me think much more deeply about how and where we as  
indigenous people fit as aboriginal people in Australia.

           Donna Creek, 2019

Mark Doolah-Thompson
LamaLama
Born Townsville, 1999

This was a good thing to be part of. It was pretty hard to understand at 
first but after a few meetings I understood what we we’re all thinking 
about. I am very happy with what’s been done it makes me proud to be 
involved with something like this art project. 

Mark Doolah-Thompson, 2019

Madena Jaffer
Guugu Yimidhirr
Born Cairns, 2001

I have enjoyed the opportunity of working with a camera and production. 
Learning more of how to use a camera and understanding a story has 
helped combine this skill with personal identity. 

Madena Jaffer, 2019

Puchaanu Creek-Rokeby
Umpila
Born in Cairns, 1998

It was hard work, but I really enjoyed working with everyone especially 
piinya Nammie (Naomi Hobson) using her camera to take photos I felt 
like a professional artist. It felt good to be telling a story in video it’s 
something I have never thought about doing or ever done before and I’m 
glad I did it.

Puchaanu Creek-Rokeby, 2019


